Advanced Funk Ostinatos

Here are some complicated funk patterns you can add to your arsenal. Use the same development methods as in the previous exercises and don't forget to use alternate hihat patterns.

Bass drum plays notated or improvised rhythm

R.H. Ride

[Notation showing drum patterns]

Left hand on S.D & H.H

R.H. on Cym & S.D

[Notation showing drum patterns]

L.H on H.H

R.H. on Cym & S.D

[Notation showing drum patterns]

L.H on H.H

R.H. on Bell

[Notation showing drum patterns]

Left hand on S.D & H.H

H.H w/left ft.

R.H. Ride

[Notation showing drum patterns]

Left hand on S.D & H.H

H.H w/left ft.